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Influence of oxygen isotope exchange on the ground state of manganites
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We report a study of oxygen isotope effects on the low-temperature specific heat, magnetization, and
resistivity of La12xCaxMnO3 and (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3. For metallic compositions of La12xCaxMnO3

and for charge-ordered La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 no change in the low-temperature specific heat has been detected with
16O-18O exchange, while compounds of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0.4,y,0.6) show a significant change in
low-temperature properties. The low-temperature specific heat indicates the presence of a charge-ordered phase
even in compositions of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 which are metallic at low temperatures. We suggest that the
changes induced by the oxygen isotope exchange are caused by an increase of the charge-ordered phase in18O
samples.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.104419 PACS number~s!: 75.40.Cx, 75.30.Vn, 71.30.1h, 75.50.Cc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Manganese oxides of the general formulaR12xAxMnO3

~whereR is a rare-earth ion andA is an alkaline-earth ion!
have attracted considerable interest due to their various
cinating properties. They exhibit a rich phase diagram, wh
includes ferromagnetic~FM! metallic, antiferromagnetic
~AFM! insulating, charge and orbitally ordered phases
pending on dopingx, average ionic radiuŝr A& on R andA
sites, magnetic field, and temperature. In manganites, cha
spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom are interc
nected, and their balance determines the electronic and m
netic state of these materials. In some compositions a c
petition of opposing interactions associated with the
different degrees of freedom induces an electronic ph
separation, which is considered to be an intrinsic proper
of these manganites.1,2 Another prominent manifestation o
the spin-charge-lattice interplay in manganites is the unu
and large oxygen isotope effect.3–5 Substitution of 16O by
18O lowers significantly the Curie temperatureTC of the fer-
romagnetic compositions of La12xCaxMnO3,3,6 increases the
charge ordering~CO! transition temperatureTCO for the tran-
sitions from the FM metallic to AFM charge-ordered stat4

and even induces a metal-insulator transition.5 Many models
have been proposed to explain the isotope effect in man
ites: a small polaron model,3,7 a bipolaron model,8 change of
interatomic distance by lattice vibrations,9 nonadiabatic be-
havior of the oxygen ions,10 and isotope dependence of th
nonstoichiometry in manganites.11 In spite of significant ex-
perimental and theoretical effort, a physical picture th
would consistently explain the influence of oxygen isoto
substitution on different states~FM and CO! is presently
lacking. To better understand the nature of the oxygen
tope effect in manganites, it is important to know how
affects the ground state. Studies of the low-temperature
cific heat can address this issue, since the specific heat
ries information about principal excitations.

In this paper we report a systematic study of the spec
0163-1829/2002/65~10!/104419~9!/$20.00 65 1044
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heat, magnetization, and resistivity in FM metallic comp
sitions of La12xCaxMnO3 (x50.2, 0.3, and 0.375!
and charge-ordered La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, as well as
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0,y,1). The latter compound
changes from FM metal fory50 to CO AFM insulator
for y51.12 For the compositions y,0.75 the
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 exhibits a percolative transition
from a higher-temperature CO insulator to a metal with d
creasing temperature.1,12,13 Analysis of low-temperature
magnetization, resistivity,12,14 and synchrotron x-ray diffrac-
tion data15 indicates metallic and CO phase coexistence
they,0.75 compositions of these materials. One goal of t
paper is to compare the low-temperature behavior of th
various samples in order to investigate the influence of o
gen isotope exchange on the properties of both single-ph
and phase-separated manganites. We have found tha
most prominent isotope effect is observed in the phase s
rated systems, which might be the key to understanding
origin of the giant oxygen isotope effect in manganites.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Ceramic samples of La12xCaxMnO3 (x50.2, 0.3, 0.375,
and 0.5! and (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0,y,1) were
prepared by a standard solid-state reaction technique. X
powder diffraction showed that all samples are single ph
and good quality. For oxygen isotope exchange we use
standard procedure:3 the 16O and 18O samples were prepare
from the same pellet of the starting material and were sim
taneously treated atT51000 °C and pressure 1 atm in di
ferent closed quartz tubes, one filled with16O and the other
with 18O. We estimate the extent of the exchange of16O by
18O to be at least 85%, as determined by weight change

The specific heat was measured in the temperature ra
2–20 K and magnetic field range 0–8.5 T by relaxation ca
rimetry. In the temperature range 20–300 K the specific h
was measured by a Quantum Design PPMS. The spe
heat measurements have an absolute accuracy of63%. The
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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V. N. SMOLYANINOVA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104419
magnetization was measured with a commercial superc
ducting quantum interference device~SQUID! magnetometer
in magnetic field range 0–5.5 T and with a Quantum Des
PPMS in fields up to 9 T. Resistivity was measured by
standard four-probe technique.

III. RESULTS

A. Low-temperature specific heat
of La1ÀxCaxMnO3 with 16O and 18O

In our samples, substitution of16O by 18O decreases the
Curie temperature~determined from the temperature depe
dence of the magnetization in a magnetic field of 50 G! of
La12xCaxMnO3 significantly: TC(16O)2TC(18O)517.7
60.5 K, 1160.5 K, and 660.5 K for x50.2, 0.3, and
0.375, respectively. Thex dependence of the oxygen isotop
effect and its values are consistent with prior work.3,6,16 Our
low-temperature specific heat measurement of the16O and
18O samples of these compositions is the same within
experimental error (62%! in the temperature range from
K to 10 K, as shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! for x50.2 and
0.3. Since these materials are in the FM metallic state at
temperatures we fit thex50.2 and 0.3 data to a formC
5gT1bT31dT3/2 for 4.6,T,8 K, wheregT is the charge
carrier contribution,bT3 the phonon contribution, anddT3/2

the ferromagnetic spin-wave contribution. This fitting ran
was chosen because forT,4 K the hyperfine contribution
from the nuclear magnetic levels of Mn ions may appear
for T.QD/50, whereQD is the Debye temperature, th

FIG. 1. Specific heat of La12xCaxMnO3 samples with 16O
~squares! and 18O ~triangles! plotted asC/T vs T2 in temperature
range from 2 to 10 K:~a! x50.2, ~b! x50.3, and~c! x50.5. Inset
showsC/T vs T2 for the x50.2 sample in temperature range fro
11 to 14 K.
10441
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higher terms of the lattice expansion (b5T5, b7T7, etc.!
could be present. We do not extend our fitting range belo
K because of the insufficient temperature interval and a
in the experimental data from 4.2 K to 4.6 K. This preven
us from determining the hyperfine contribution to the sp
cific heat. We found that values of the respective fitting p
rameters for 16O and 18O samples (g1655.7
60.1 mJ/mol K2, g1855.660.1 mJ/mol K2, b1650.178
60.003 mJ/mol K4, and b1850.17760.003 mJ/mol K4 for
x50.2 samples andg1655.860.1 mJ/mol K2, g1855.8
60.1 mJ/mol K2, b1650.18060.003 mJ/mol K4, and b18

50.17760.003 mJ/mol K2 for x50.3 samples! coincide
within experimental error.17 The best fit requiresd50. As
was noted in previous work,18,19 it is difficult to resolve the
ferromagnetic spin-wave contribution to the specific heat
FM metallic manganites due to its small value and the pr
ence of thegT contribution. Although we cannot resolve th
spin-wave contribution from our data, it should not affect o
conclusions, since inelastic neutron scattering20 shows that
the spin dynamics remains the same for16O and 18O
La12xCaxMnO3 in this composition range at low tempera
tures. The values of the charge carrier (gT) and lattice con-
tribution (bT3) are close to that found in other FM metall
manganites.18,19

Although we did not observe a change in the lattice co
tribution to the specific heat in the temperature range
,T,8 K, the 18O samples should have a larger lattice co
tribution, since the frequencies of the lattice vibratio
should be smaller for the heavier oxygen. We do not exp
any measurable contribution from optical modes in this te
perature range. For estimates of the changes in the la
contribution with oxygen isotope substitution we consid
QD}M 21/2, and thereforeb}M3/2. This change inb corre-
sponds to only a 2%~below our resolution limit! increase of
total specific heat forT56 K, since the specific heat at low
temperatures is dominated by the charge carrier contribut
However, at higher temperatures, where the specific hea
dominated by the lattice contribution, the specific heat of
18O sample is larger, than that of the16O sample@Fig. 1~a!,
inset#, which corresponds to a larger lattice contribution. T
magnitude of this increase is consistent with estimates for
change in the lattice specific heat described above. A
oxygen backexchange (16O→18O, 18O→16O) the 16O-18O
pairs of samples showed the same results: a signific
change inTC and no change in the low-temperature spec
heat within experimental error.

In the charge-ordered compound La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 oxygen
isotope substitution strongly increases the charge orde
temperature,4 which coincides for this compound with th
temperature of the transition from FM to AFM stat
TCO(18O)2TCO(16O)511.760.5 K ~determined from the
temperature dependence of the magnetization measure
B550 G and the temperature dependence of the resistiv!,
but the low-temperature specific heat remains unchan
@Fig. 1~c!#. Thus, for single-phase metallic and CO comp
sitions the specific heat does not show any change in pri
pal excitations~except for the expected increase of the latt
contribution for 18O samples which we observed forT
9-2
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INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN ISOTOPE EXCHANGE ON THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104419
.11 K, as mentioned above!, which indicates that the
ground state of these materials remains unchanged after
gen isotope substitution.

B. Low-temperature specific heat
of „La1ÀyPry…0.67Ca0.33MnO3 „0ËyË1…

To study the influence of oxygen isotope substitution
the materials with metallic and CO phase coexistence
chose (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0,y,1). Before present-
ing the experimental results for16O-18O samples, it is impor-
tant to understand how compositional~y! variations affect the
low-temperature properties. Figure 2 shows the tempera
dependence of the resistivity, r(T), of our
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0,y,1) samples. The magne
tization values atm0H51 T and T55 K @after zero-field
cooling ~ZFC!# for differenty is shown in the inset of Fig. 2
For the y50.4, 0.5, and 0.6 compositions the temperat
dependence of the resistivity changes from insulating
higher temperatures to metallic at low temperatures. T
magnetization values atm0H51 T ~slightly above saturation
field, but below the field where the CO is affected by t
magnetic field! decreases with increase ofx, indicating that
the fraction of the FM phase decreases for compositi
richer in Pr~Fig. 2, inset!. This behavior of the resistivity and
magnetization is consistent with previous work.12

The low-temperature specific heat
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0,y,1) is shown in Fig. 3.
The specific heat of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 in the temperature rang
from 4 K to 19 K isgiven by

C5gT1bT31b5T5, ~1!

where the higher term of the lattice contributionb5T5 is
required to fit the data in this temperature range.17 We ex-
press the specific heat of Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 in the temperature
range from 4 K to 12 K in thefollowing form:21

C5gT1bT31C8~T!. ~2!

The first term in this electrically insulating sample originat
from spin and charge disorder.21 The second term represen

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0,x,1) on warming and cooling.
Inset shows ZFC magnetization atT55 K and m0H51 T for
different y.
10441
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the lattice and the AFM spin-wave contribution to the sp
cific heat. The third termC8(T) is an anomalous contribu
tion that manifests itself as upward curvature in theC/T vs
T2 plot. We found this contribution previously to be prese
only in the CO state.21,22The temperature dependence of th
contribution corresponds to nonmagnetic excitations with
dispersion relatione5D1Bq2, whereD is an energy gap
andq is a wave vector.21–23To reveal the physical origin o
these excitations other experiments~such as low-frequency
optical studies! need to be done. Although the origin o
C8(T) contribution is not understood yet, this contribution
definitely associated with the charge ordering, as we sho
previously.21,22All the samples at intermediate compositio
(y50.4, 0.5, and 0.6! exhibit theC8(T) term even though
the low-temperature resistivity of they50.4 and 0.5 samples
is similar to metallic La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. This indicates a pres
ence of CO for metallic~at low T) compositions of
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (y50.4, 0.5, and 0.6! and, there-
fore, the coexistence of CO insulating and metallic phas
The presence of charge ordering below the metal-insul
transition was also observed by synchrotron x-ray diffract
in y'0.5.15

The specific heat of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 increases
consistently with an increase of the Pr contenty, suggesting
an increase of the volume fraction of the CO phase. To
this assumption we consider the fraction of the meta
phase in (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 to be proportional to the
saturation magnetization value.12 Since the magnetization i
almost temperature independent in the temperature ra
from 2 K to 20 K, thefractions of the FM metallic phase
f met5M (y)/M (0), in this temperature region are 0.8
60.02, 0.6260.01, and 0.4560.01 fory50.4, 0.5, and 0.6,
respectively~Fig. 2, inset!. If we suppose that the FM frac

f

FIG. 3. Specific heat of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3: up triangles,
y51; circles,y50.6; squares,y50.5; down triangles,y50.4; dia-
monds,y50. Dashed lines in~a! are described in text. Solid lines in
~b! are fits described in text.
9-3
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V. N. SMOLYANINOVA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104419
tion has the specific heat of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (Cmet) and the
CO fraction has the specific heat of Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 (CCO),
then the specific heat of such a two-phase system ca
expressed asCtp(T)5 f metCmet1(12 f met)CCO. These calcu-
lated Ctp(T) curves for y50.4, 0.5, and 0.6 samples a
shown in Fig. 3~a! as dashed lines. These curves show
reasonable quantitative agreement with the experime
data, which argues strongly for the coexistence of CO
metallic phases at low temperatures in these materials. H
ever, this approach does not give an exact agreement with
experimentally observed specific heat. A fit of the data to
form of Eq.~2! gives much better agreement with the data
shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3~b!. The values of the fitting
parameters are shown in Table I, where we considerC8(T)
to be a contribution from nonmagnetic excitations with d
persion relatione5D1Bq2.21–23These results show that th
specific heat ofy50.4, 0.5, and 0.6 samples is not just t
linear combination ofCmet andCCO. Since the phase sepa
ration in (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 is electronic~not chemi-
cal!, the presence of both La and Pr ions could modify
metallic and CO phases in these materials, and CO
metallic phases in phase-separated regions
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 differ from CO and metallic
phases of Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, respec-
tively. The following analysis of the specific heat o
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 samples will be done using Eq
~2!, since the volume fraction approach gives less cl
agreement with the data.

C. Specific heat, resistivity, and magnetization
of „La1ÀyPry…0.67Ca0.33MnO3 with 16O and 18O

1. Low-temperature specific heat and resistivity

The low-temperature specific heat and resistivity ofy
50.4 and 0.5 samples with16O and 18O is shown in Fig. 4.
The resistivity of these compositions is affected significan
by the oxygen isotope substitution~Fig. 4, insets!: the onset
of metallic behavior~the peak temperature for cooling run!
decreases by 50 K for they50.5 sample and by 28 K for the
y50.4 sample; the low-temperature value of the resistiv
increases approximately by one order in magnitude for b

TABLE I. Summary of the fitting results for the specific he
data. The units of different quantities areg (mJ/mol K2), b
(mJ/mol K4), D ~meV!, andB (meV Å 2).

y g b D B
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3

1 15.7 0.39 1.15 20.7
0.6 14.8 0.159 1.65 10.6
0.5 12.5 0.117 2.21 8.28
0.4 10.4 0.103 2.67 7.31
0 5.8 0.18
0.5 (18O) 14.9 0.183 1.51 10.8
0.4 (18O) 12 0.166 2.23 11.1
0.5 (18O m0H58.5 T! 9.6 0.13 2.31 7.79
0.5 (16O m0H58.5 T! 7.0 0.108 2.72 6.59
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compositions. The low-temperature resistivity of metal
La12xCaxMnO3 did not show such dramatic effects.24 This
behavior is consistent with previous work: substitution
16O by 18O favors the insulating state.4,5

Unlike in the single-phase metallic and CO compositio
of La12xCaxMnO3 ~Fig. 1!, in phase-separate
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 the substitution of16O by 18O in-
duces substantial changes in the low-temperature spe
heat ~Fig. 4!. The specific heat, dominated by theC8(T)
contribution in most of the temperature range, is larger
the 18O samples. This increase of the specific heat for
18O sample is similar to the increase of the specific heat w
an increase of the Pr contenty. The specific heat of they
50.6 sample is shown in Fig. 4~a! for comparison. A result
of the fits of our data to Eq.~2! is given in Table I. All fitting
parameters are close to those of the higher-y-value samples.
These results indicate that the amount of the CO phas
larger in 18O samples.

2. High-temperature specific heat and magnetization

The specific heat ofy50.5 16O and 18O samples in the
temperature range from 2 K to 270 K isshown in Fig. 5~a!.
The room-temperature value of the specific heat, 1
J/mol K, is in agreement with the room-temperature valu
reported previously in manganites.19 For both samples we
observed a broad anomaly associated with transition t
magnetically and charge ordered state atT'220 K. Similar
behavior was reported for an16O sample of similar
composition,15 where the anomaly inC(T) was attributed to
the CO detected by x-ray diffraction. The temperature dep
dence of the magnetization measured inm0H550 G and the
inverse susceptibility is shown in the inset of Fig. 5~a!. The

FIG. 4. Specific heat of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 with 16O
~squares! and 18O ~triangles!: ~a! y50.5, ~b! y50.4. Dashed line is
specific heat ofy50.6 sample in~a! and x50.5 sample in~b!.
Insets show the temperature dependence of the resistivity for16O
and 18O samples on warming and cooling. Solid lines are fits d
scribed in text.
9-4
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INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN ISOTOPE EXCHANGE ON THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104419
onset of the magnetic transition at'220 K in both samples
is best seen from the temperature dependence of the inv
susceptibility. The high-temperature inverse susceptibility
both samples~which extrapolates to intersect thex axis at
positive value! indicates a FM interaction. However, for th
18O sample, the value of the inverse susceptibility increa
~the magnetization drops! just below the transition at 220 K
which is indicative of a transition to the AFM state. Th
suggests the presence of competing FM and AFM inte
tions leading to a two-phase coexistence in these mater
Ferromagnetic ordering in the18O sample is established be
low '100 K. The 16O sample exhibits a higher value of th
magnetization below 220 K than expected for the AFM sta
perhaps due to the presence of a fraction of the FM ph
The magnetization of the16O sample increases further belo
120 K, indicating that a larger volume fraction becomes F
These magnetization data of the16O sample are consisten
with Ref. 12, where the transition to a FM state from the C
AFM state and corresponding insulator to metal transit
was shown to be of a percolative nature. The substitution
16O by 18O does not change the temperature of the magn
and CO transitions in this material but decreases the volu
fraction of the FM phase. The specific heat does not show
anomaly associated with the metal-insulator transition
both samples, which is consistent with percolative nature
the transition occurring gradually over a wide temperat
range.

The low-temperature specific heat (2 K,T,19 K) of
the 18O sample is higher than that of the16O sample@Fig.
4~a!#. This tendency persists also at higher temperatures~see
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. This difference in specific heat of18O
and 16O samples is not primarily caused by an enhan
lattice contribution from the heavier atom: the difference

FIG. 5. Specific heat of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 , y50.5, with
18O ~dashed line! and 16O ~solid line! in the temperature interval~a!
from 2 K to 300 K, ~b! enlarged region from 2 K to 100 K.Inset
shows the temperature dependence of the magnetization and in
susceptibility for these samples.~c! Specific heat of CO
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and metallic La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.
10441
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the lattice contributions atT570 K, estimated from the De
bye function, should be'1%, while the observed differenc
is '6%. A similar behavior is found for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3,
which has an excess specific heat compared with met
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 @see Fig. 5~c!#. This implies that the excita-
tions responsible for the excess specific heat in the
state21 are also contributing at higher temperatures. In
case of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (x50.5) samples, the
larger specific heat of the18O sample~which comes from the
excitations in the CO states! indicates a larger volume frac
tion of the CO phase over a wide temperature range.

3. Effect of a magnetic field

The field dependence of the magnetization fory50.5 and
0.4 16O and 18O samples atT55.5 K is shown in Fig. 6.
Samples were cooled in zero magnetic field and the hys
esis loops in a magnetic field up to 9 T were taken. Af
ZFC the samples appear to be in a state with smaller than
spin alignment magnetization value. This indicates the F
and AFM phase coexistence in these materials. The value
the ZFC magnetization atm0H51 T ~where the saturation
for the FM phase is reached! are smaller for the material
with 18O which corresponds to the larger fraction of th
AFM phase in the18O samples. Atm0H'1.5 T the mag-
netic field starts to affect the CO~and associated AFM or
dering! which causes an increase of the magnetization. In
18O samples the transition is completed in magnetic fie
higher than in16O samples. Even when the transition is com
pleted (m0H.8 T), the magnetization value of the18O
samples is somewhat smaller than that of the16O samples.
These magnetization measurements show that substitutio
16O by 18O not only increases the fraction of the AFM C
phase, as shown by specific heat, but also lowers its ene
since it requires a higher magnetic field to stabilize the F
state than for the16O samples. As in other CO composition
once the FM phase is stabilized, the material remains in
FM state even though the magnetic field is removed, a
only heating the sample above the CO transition tempera
can return it to the state with lower magnetization value.

Application of a magnetic field of 8.5 T reduces the res
tivity of the (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 y50.5 16O and 18O

rse

FIG. 6. The magnetic field dependence of the magnetization
the (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 with 16O ~solid lines! and 18O
~dashed lines! samples for~a! y50.5 and~b! 0.4 compositions at
T55.5 K.
9-5
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V. N. SMOLYANINOVA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104419
samples~Fig. 7, insets!. The resistivity of both samples in
m0H58.5 T has a metallic temperature dependence~for T
,300 K) with values essentially the same for16O and 18O
and close to the resistivity of the metallic La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.

In m0H58.5 T the specific heat of both samples dro
significantly~Fig. 7, open circles! and tends to retain this low
value when the magnetic field is reduced to 4 T@Fig. 7~a!,
crosses# and 0 T ~triangles!. This irreversible behavior is
clearly demonstrated in theC(H) plot ~Fig. 8!. This is simi-

FIG. 7. Specific heat of (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 y50.5
samples. ~a! 18O: solid circles, m0H50; open circles,m0H
58.5 T; solid line, fit to the 8.5 T data; crosses,m0H54 T ~field
was reduced to 4 T after the application of 8.5 T!; triangles,H50
~also after 8.5 T!; dashed line,y50.5, 16O, m0H50; dotted line,
y50, 16O, H50 ~shown for comparison!. ~b! 16O: solid circles,
H50; open circles,m0H58.5 T; solid line, fit to the 8.5 T data
dashed line,y50.4, 16O, H50; dotted line,y50, 16O, m0H50
~shown for comparison!. Insets show the temperature dependen
of the resistivity inH50 andm0H58.5 T for y50.5 samples:~a!
18O, ~b! 16O.

FIG. 8. Specific heat of the (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 y50.5
sample with18O as a function of magnetic field at~a! T55.5 K and
~b! T510 K. Solid lines are a guide to the eye. Dotted lines are
calculated specific heat described in text.
10441
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lar to the behavior of the magnetization—only by heating
sample above the CO transition temperature does the spe
heat return to its higher value. We reported similar magne
and thermal history dependences associated with ‘‘melti
of the CO in magnetic field for Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3.22 As in
Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3, the specific heat atm0H58.5 T @mag-
netic field sufficient to induce a transition to the FM sta
~Fig. 6!# is significantly larger thanC(T) of metallic
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 @dotted line in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!# and ex-
hibits the characteristic upward curvature of the CO state
theC/T vs T2 plot. The specific heat in 8.5 T is similar to th
specific heat of samples with a smaller fraction of the C
for the 18O sample,C(T) is close to the zero fieldC(T) of
16O y50.5 @dashed line in Fig. 7~a!#, and for the16O sample
C(T) is close to the zero fieldC(T) of y50.4 @dashed line in
Fig. 7~a!#. The results of fitting the 8.5 T data to Eq.~2! ~see
Table I! gives values close to the fitting parameters of t
samples with the smaller fraction of the CO.

Unlike the magnetization, theC(H) ~when the field is
applied to a ZFC sample! at T55.5 K and 10 K shows no
saturation in a magnetic field of 8 T~Fig. 8!. If we attempt to
relate the value of the magnetization to the fraction of
metallic phase and the rest to the fraction of the CO phase
we did above for differenty, we can calculate the field de
pendence of the specific heat asCtp(H)5 f metCmet1(1
2 f met)CCO. This calculated specific heat of the two-pha
mixture Ctp(H) is not in agreement with the experiment
data~Fig. 8!: the ZFC-calculatedCtp(H) ~dotted lines in Fig.
8! decreases rapidly in the field interval from 4 T to 6 T a
saturates atm0H57 T, while the ZFC experimentalC(H)
data have approximately the same slope up tom0H58 T
without a sign of saturation. As we noted before, the mag
tization does not recover its full FM value even in a magne
field of 9 T, which probably means that some fraction of t
AFM phase still remains at this field. These results indic
that the CO is not completely destroyed by the magnetic fi
sufficient to induce the FM transition. This phenomenon a
pears to be common for all CO manganites.

The magnetic field has a different effect on the samp
with different oxygen isotopes.C(T) is higher for the18O
sample due to a larger fraction of the CO phase remainin
this magnetic field, sinceC(T) @Fig. 7~a!# is close to the zero
field C(T) of the 16O with y50.5, while theC(T) of the 16O
sample in 8.5 T is close toC(T) of they50.4 sample which
has smaller fraction of the CO phase. This has qualita
agreement with the magnetization: a larger magnetic fiel
needed to be applied to the18O samples to induce the sam
effect on the charge ordering as for the16O samples.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our study shows that the principal excitations of sing
phase systems such as metallic compositions
La12xCaxMnO3 and insulating charge-ordere
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 are not affected by oxygen isotope e
change. A recent theoretical model,25 which suggests that the
ground state of metallic manganites is a polaronic Fermi
uid, predicts an increase of the effective mass~and henceg)
by about 3–6 % for the18O material. Other authors point ou
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that a large oxygen isotope effect on the effective mass of
charge carriers can only be expected for systems close
local structural instability.26 Recent neutron scattering ex
periments have shown that the spin-wave dynamics
therefore the exchange interaction is the same for ferrom
netic La12xCaxMnO3 with 16O and 18O.20 Also, Mössbauer
effect measurements have shown that the exchange int
tion does not change with oxygen isotope substitution27

These results also show that the metallic ground state
these materials is not affected by the oxygen isotope
change, which is in agreement with our specific heat d
because of the following reasons. Within the doub
exchange model, the exchange interaction is determine
the effective transfer integralteff for an electron hopping be
tween Mn ions. In the tight-binding approximation, the de
sity of states at the Fermi level,N(EF), is inversely propor-
tional to teff . Since theN(EF) is directly proportional tog,
materials with the same exchange interaction should have
sameg. In contrast, drastic changes in the low-temperat
properties are observed for the phase-separ
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3, associated, as we have show
with an increase of the CO phase fraction in the18O mate-
rials.

A large isotope effect was observed for the ferromagn
transition in metallic compositions of La12xCaxMnO3, but
only a negligible effect was found for La12xSrxMnO3.3 The
charge ordering temperature changes significantly with
tope exchange for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3, but
not for Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3.4 So what is in common for the larg
isotope effect materials? We believe it is the fact that
phase transition is first order and a phase separation is
served in the temperature region where the transition occ
The FM transition in La12xCaxMnO3 is believed to be the
first order because the heat capacity peak associated with
transition shifts significantly with application of magnet
field28 and the spin dynamics observed in the vicinity of t
FM transition is not consistent with a second-ord
transition.31 Moreover, there is strong evidence for pha
separation in the vicinity of the Curie temperatures
La12xCaxMnO3.2,29 In contrast, La12xSrxMnO3 does not ex-
hibit a phase separation near the FM transition and the p
transition in this material is second order.30 The charge or-
dering transition for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 is
a first-order transition from a FM metal phase to a AFM C
phase accompanied by a hysteresis, showing the presen
both phases in the transition region. But Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 has
a transition from a charge-disordered to a charge-orde
phase without signs of phase separation32 and this transition
is probably second order.

As was pointed out by some authors,26,33 the polaron ef-
fect alone3 is too small to induce the observed changes as
ciated with oxygen isotope exchange. Perhaps the pola
band-narrowing effect produced by18O induces localization
effects in the phase-separated region, which stabilizes
CO phase and leads to an increase of the volume fractio
the CO phase, as we observe for (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3.
This leads to a decrease of the Curie temperature and
increase of the CO temperature in the phase-separated
tem. In this picture, the largest effects should be obser
10441
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near the percolation threshold, which is consistent with
observation that (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 with y50.5 ex-
hibit larger changes with oxygen isotope exchange thay
50.4 and with the fact that fory50.75 the oxygen isotope
exchange induces a metal to insulator transition.5

The experimental facts discussed above suggest tha~1!
the free energy of the CO phase is lower for18O than for
16O, ~2! the free energy of the metallic phase does n
change much with oxygen isotope exchange, and~3! a large
isotope effect on the transition temperature occurs when
transition is of first order~phase separation occurs!. Figure
9~a! shows a schematic free energy diagram in the vicinity
the FM-CO transition which occurs for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 and
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 compositions. Since the transition is first o
der, the free energy curveF(T) of the CO state crosses th
F(T) of the FM state atTCO and the CO state has a lowe
value ofF(T) at T,TCO. TheF(T) of the CO phase of18O
material is lower than the16O material. Therefore, theF(T)
of the CO phase of18O material intersects theF(T) of the
FM phase at higher temperature,TCO(18O).TCO(16O). Us-
ing this picture, the change in the CO temperatureDTCO
5TCO(18O)2TCO(16O) can be approximated asDTCO
5d/DS, whered is the difference between the free energy
the 16O and 18O CO phases, andDS is the difference in
entropy (dF/dT) of the CO and FM phases at the transitio
temperature. The entropy change associated with this tra
tion was found to be 5 J/mol K for La0.5Ca0.5MnO3.34 To
estimated, we use the experimental fact that the magne
field sufficient to destroy the CO state and induce a transi
to the FM state is higher for18O than for 16O ~see, for
example, Fig. 6!. The gain in magnetic energy associat
with the transition to the FM state isMHFM , whereM is the
magnetization of the FM state. The difference between
MH values for 18O and 16O materials should correspond t
the difference in free energy of the CO state of the18O and

FIG. 9. ~a! Schematic free energy diagram in the vicinity of th
FM-CO transition. Solid line is the free energyF(T) of the FM
state, dashed line is theF(T) of the 16O charge-ordered phase, an
dotted line is theF(T) of the 18O CO phase.~b! Schematic free
energy diagram in the vicinity of the FM transition. Solid line is th
F(T) of the FM state, dashed line is theF(T) of the 16O insulating
phase, and dotted line is theF(T) of the 18O insulating phase.
9-7
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16O materials. The transition to the FM state f
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 occurs at magnetic fields higher than 9 T35

beyond our experimental field limit. Therefore, we appro
mate the difference in free energy of the CO state of the18O
and 16O materials from our M (H) data for
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 ~Fig. 6!. Although the transition
to the FM state is very broad for both18O and 16O samples,
a saturation occurs for the18O sample at a magnetic field 2
higher than for the 16O sample. Thus,d'MHFM(18O)
2MHFM(16O)'42 J/mol and estimated increase in the C
transition temperature,DTCO5d/DS'8.6 K, which is the
same order as the observedDTCO511.7 K. This agreemen
suggests that the proposed free energy diagram@Fig. 9~a!# is
valid.

In the case of the FM transition in La12xCaxMnO3 (0.2
,x,0.4) in the vicinity of the FM transition the free energ
curve F(T) of the insulating state crosses theF(T)
of the FM state atTC and the FM state has a lower valu
of F(T) at T,TC @Fig. 9~b!#. The insulating state o
La12xCaxMnO3 (0.2,x,0.4) shows a signature of shor
range charge ordering29 in the vicinity of the FM transition.
We argue that the substitution of18O for 16O increases the
volume fraction of the CO phase in the vicinity of the F
transition, which lowers the free energy of the insulati
state. This shifts the crossing ofF(T) of the insulating state
with F(T) of the FM state to lower temperature@Fig. 9~b!#,
in agreement with the lowering ofTC observed when18O
replaces16O in these materials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the influence of oxygen isotope
change on the resistivity, magnetization, and specific hea
single-phase and phase-separated manganites. We
found that the principal excitations in single-phase meta
and CO materials do not change with oxygen isotope sub
tution, while isotope exchange induces large changes in
low-temperature properties of phase-separa
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3. The variation of the specific hea
with Pr contenty in (La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 samples is
consistent with the larger volume fraction of the CO pha
for higher y. Oxygen isotope exchange in these materi
J

re

en
r,

.
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induced changes similar to the increase of the Pr contey
which suggests an increase of the volume fraction of the
phase in18O samples.

Similar to other CO materials (Pr12yCayMnO3,
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3) all studied composition of
(La12yPry)0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (0.4,y,1) have shown the
presence of the anomalousC8(T) contribution to the low-
temperature specific heat due to the presence of the
phase. The excess specific heat is also present at higher
peratures (T,TCO) for the CO materials or materials con
taining a larger fraction of the CO phase. Specific heat m
surements indicate that the charge ordering is not destro
completely by the application of a magnetic field of 8.5 T
contrast to the resistivity which shows a complete ‘‘meltin
of the CO. The nature of the excitations responsible for
C8(T) term in the specific heat of the CO materials—and
presence of this term in a rather strong magnetic field—
yet to be explained.

We suggest that the giant isotope effect on the Curie te
perature and the CO temperature in manganites occur
materials where these transitions are first order and, he
where the CO phase is present in the vicinity of the ph
transition. 18O lowers the energy of the CO phase, whi
leads to an increase in the volume fraction of the CO ph
in the phase-separated regions. This leads to a decrea
the Curie temperature and increase of the CO temperatur
detailed understanding of the mechanism lowering the
ergy of the CO phase in the18O materials still needs to be
developed.
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